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Abstract

Adobe Flash Professional for iOS Game Development
- a Feasible and Viable Alternative to Xcode?

Leila Svantro

The smartphone operating system iOS is the second highest ranked after Android.
The apps in App Store and Google Play combined consist of 70-80 % games, which
are the primary entertainment applications. Many developers are learning game
development or refreshing their skills to profit on this trend. The problem statements
are: is it viable and feasible to use Adobe Flash Professional (AFP) for the iOS game
development compared to Xcode and could AFP be used exclusively for iOS game
development? Information on both IDEs has been analyzed. Furthermore,
implementations and code comparisons have been made. The results and analysis
shows differences regarding expenses while possibilities for developing the same kind
of games essentially are equivalent. The conclusions are that AFP is a viable IDE for
iOS game development in the aspect of possibilities. It is not feasible on a long-term
basis when considering the expenses however it could be feasible on a short-term
basis depending on the developer’s requirements of extension and Mac OS for App
Store publishing. AFP is not able to be used exclusively for the iOS game development
if publishing to the App Store is a requirement however it is if publishing is restricted
to single devices. 
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PREFACE 

The list below containing terminology and abbreviations is intended as comfort for the reader. 

Few of the words or abbreviations in the list are not included in the report though could be 

confused with words or abbreviations that are and therefore are included. 

 

ActionScript An object-oriented 

 programming language 

Adobe AIR Cross-operating-system 

 runtime developed by Adobe 

AFP Adobe Flash Professional 

Android Mobile device operating system 

 by Google 

API Application Programming Interface 

App Mobile device application 

App Store Official store for iOS apps 

feasible Capable of being accomplished or 

 brought about 
Flappy bird A very popular iOS and Android 

 game during the end of 2013 and beginning 

 of  2014 currently unavailable since the 

 developer removed it from App Store and 

 Google Play 

Flash Multimedia and software platform 

 used for creating vector graphics, 

 animation, games, rich Internet 

 applications (RIAs) for various 

 platforms that can be viewed, played 

 and executed in Adobe Flash Player 

Flash player Freeware software for 

 viewing, executing and streaming 

 content created with Flash 

Flash Professional A Flash IDE 
four-way scrolling Both horizontal and 

 vertical scrolling  

 Google Play Official store for Android apps 

IDE Integrated Development Environment 

infinite scrolling Scroll until the user loses 
iOS Mobile device operating system by 

 Apple 

viable Capable of success or continuing 

 effectiveness; practicable 

parallax scrolling Scrolling to illusion depth 

 by fragmenting the background and letting 

 them scroll in different paces 

Objective-C An object-oriented 

 programming language   

OpenAL Open Audio Library, a cross-

 platform audio API 
origo In a coordinate system origo is the of 

 where the axes are intersecting 

OS Operating system 

SDK Software Development Kit 
single-axis scrolling Horizontal or vertical  

 scrolling 

symbol A symbol in flash consists of one or 

 more layers of graphical information to 

 form an image. The symbol can be used to 

 create instances where if the symbol is 

 manipulated all the instances are too 

thread or thread of execution: a program could 

be divided into threads running tasks 

simultaneously. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Millions of people are using smartphone mobile devices today and about 170 million people in 

USA and Europe combined are playing games on their smartphones. Of these 170 million people 

64 % of them play on a daily basis. Of all the players 33 % play on mobile devices while 32 % 

are playing on computers. The app stores of the two highest ranked smartphone operating 

systems in the world (iOS and Android) consist of 70-80 % game apps. This has revived the 

game industry and let both old and new developers profit on it. There is an example of a game 

company earning 800 million dollars on two games alone over just a couple of months while the 

games only were available for iOS. There are several IDEs for developing iOS games and two 

well-known IDEs are Xcode, the standard choice by Apple themselves, and Adobe Flash 

Professional developed by Adobe. This study aims to compare these two IDEs to each other to 

find out if Adobe Flash Professional is a reasonable alternative to Xcode for developing iOS 

games in the areas of requirements, expenses and development possibilities. 

2 BACKGROUND 
During the first quarter of 2013 the iOS was the second highest ranked operating system for 

smartphones in the world with a share of 17.3 % of the world market. Android was at the time 

the highest ranked with 75 % of the world market [1]. 

 

In December 2012 the iOS developers had developed 775 000 applications [2]. The number of 

downloaded songs has been exceeded by the number of app downloads in App Store and most of 

those apps are games [3]. Of all the applications in both the App Store and Google Play 70-80 % 

of them are game applications and 64 % of the players play every day [4].  

 

Mobile games are one of the primary entertainment applications today and they are also the 

fastest growing segments of the game industry [5]. There are 100 million players in USA and 

closer to 70 million players in Europe who play on mobile devices. Of all the players 33 % play 

on smartphones and 32 % on computers. The games category is the most popular app category 

and is used on average 7.8 hours per month and person [6]. Android players spend on average 

9.3 hours per month playing games while the iPhone players spend 14.7 hours on average per 

month [6]. 

2.1 PROFITABLE IOS GAME DEVELOPMENT  

The vast prevalence of iOS and Android devices together with the distribution offered by each 

official app store has revived the game industry for the individual or small business publishers 

[3]. Many developers are learning game development or refreshing their skills to profit on this 

trend [3]. 
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Developing games for smartphones, particularly for iOS, could be profitable and one example of 

that is the game company Supercell that developed the games Hay Day and Clash of Clans. 

Supercell had 8.5 million players daily during the beginning of 2013 and had already earned 

about 800 million dollars for that year on these two games alone that at that time only were 

available for iOS [7].  

2.2 TOOLS FOR DEVELOPING GAMES FOR IOS 

Mobile devices have in the last decade had a tremendous growth in hardware and have gained 

vast acceptance for developing highly interactive and multimedia-rich applications [8]. Various 

software firms have even started promoting their programming platforms and tools specifically 

modified to satisfy the requirements of users, developers and heterogeneous mobile devices [8].  

 

When it comes to tools there are many alternatives for developing iOS applications and games. 

Xcode is the IDE endorsed by Apple for iOS development with operating system requirement of 

Mac OS and uses the programming language Objective-C [9, 10]. Alternatives to Xcode are 

amongst others Xamarin Studio [11], PhoneGap [12] and different Flash tools; Adobe Flash 

Professional, Adobe Flex, Adobe Flash Builder and FlashDevelop [13-16]. 

 

The first version of Flash, FutureSplash Animator, came the summer of 1995 [17], which means 

that Flash has been around and further developed for soon 20 years. Flex is an open source 

application framework for building high-performance applications in iOS, Android, Blackberry 

Tablet OS and desktop [13]. Flash Builder together with ActionScript can be used for developing 

games and applications for iOS, Android, Windows and Mac OS [14]. FlashDevelop is an IDE 

that can be used with amongst others ActionScript for different development areas [15]. Adobe 

Flash Professional (AFP) can be used with for example Adobe AIR and ActionScript to develop 

applications for mobile devices. AFP has been developed in several steps during several years 

and the latest version, Adobe Flash Professional CC, was released in June of 2013 [18]. AFP is 

an established tool that could be used in Mac OS and Windows [19]. AFP is used for animation, 

developing websites, mobile applications such as iOS and Android, web applications and game 

development [16, 20]. 

2.3 WHY ADOBE FLASH PROFESSIONAL? 

There are at least five reasons to why comparing AFP to Xcode for iOS game development is of 

interest and value: 

1. Availability. The developer is able to develop iOS applications and games in AFP 

running on both Mac OS and Windows while Xcode only runs on Mac OS [19, 21]. 

 

2. Adaptions for iOS game development. AFP is used in and adapted for several areas of 

which have advantages for iOS game development such as animation development, web 

development and more [16]. With Flash, including AFP, the developer is able to develop 
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with native GPU performance and efficiency through Stage3D, multiplayer networking, 

multi-touch, accelerometer, 3D or 2D frameworks and more [22]. 

 

3. Developers are interested. According to posts in forums [23-26] developers are both 

already using Flash to develop iOS applications or are asking if it is a good decision to 

use various Flash IDEs (amongst them AFP) instead for Xcode for iOS development.  

 

4. Job opportunities. Big companies uses Flash for their development where two examples 

are the game company King [27] and the community Facebook [28, 29]. Assuming such 

large and successful companies strive for efficient and profitable solutions Flash would 

be one of them. Also, whichever reason for using Flash, the experience could make the 

developer eligible for certain job opportunities. 

 

5. Future development expansion. If the developer wants to port the games to other 

operating systems or expand to develop applications or games for other operating systems 

it is possible to do so with AFP [16]. 

2.4 PROBLEM STATEMENTS 

The problem statements are as follows: 

1. From the developer’s perspective of view, is it viable and feasible to use AFP for the iOS 

game development compared to Xcode?  

2. Could AFP be used exclusively for iOS game development? 

2.5 AIM AND GOAL 

The aim with this thesis is to get an insight of what AFP offers the iOS game developer in 

comparison to Xcode. The goal is that this thesis will give the developer ground when standing 

before the choice of using AFP or Xcode for the iOS game development. 

2.6 PREVIOUS SCIENTIFIC STUDIES 

No previous scientific studies have been found where AFP has been compared to Xcode. 

3 METHOD 
To examine the game development possibilities in AFP in relation to Xcode following things 

have been done: 

 Collecting and comparing information of both IDEs regarding iOS game development. 

 Writing and comparing code used in both IDEs regarding to iOS game development to 

make smaller cross-sectional reviews. 

 Analyzing the results of above. 
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The information has been gathered and compiled for respective IDE in certain areas for example 

usage of APIs and libraries. This information has been compared, analyzed and led the way for 

smaller implementations which are also included in the analysis. 

 

The areas mentioned have been distributed into three phases. The distribution has been done 

based on the chronological approach a developer is expected to go through when developing a 

game: checking the requirements to install the software, then developing an app and finally 

publish it. The aims of each phase and the answers each phase is expected to answer are listed 

below:  

1. Availability. The aim is to find out the requirements and expenses for using each IDE 

and how user-friendly it is. This should tell what is needed to be able to use each IDE and 

at which cost. It should also give an idea of how easy it could be to get started with the 

development. 

2. Development. The second phase has been used examining the development possibilities 

and making smaller implementations. The aim is to find out what the developer is able to 

do in AFP compared to Xcode and how much effort the equivalent results needs in each 

IDE. This should tell if it is possible to do essentially the same apps in each IDE and if it 

requires equivalent amount of work in each IDE. 

3. Publishing. The third phase was focused on the publication process. The aim is to see if 

there are any differences in the publishing process of an app made in AFP and one made 

in Xcode.  This should tell if there are additional requirements when publishing an app 

made in AFP compared to Xcode. 

 

The operating systems used are Mac OS and Windows. The IDEs used are the latest ones of the 

time of making this study; Xcode 5 and Adobe Flash Professional CC. The languages used are 

Objective-C and ActionScript 3.0 together with the runtime Adobe AIR. 

 

The literatures used are books, documentation, scientific articles and published information on 

the Internet when needed.  Information gathered from the Internet are used especially from the 

IDEs companies own websites. 

3.1 CRITICISM OF THE SOURCES 

Regarding the use of information based on older IDE versions: The literature found for previous 

versions of the IDEs have been used only if the information is compatible with the used IDEs. 

 

All information, no matter where it comes from and no matter of which form is comes, should 

undergo a criticism analysis. Information coming from an unreliable source, for example a 

website, should be used with caution however even scientific findings should be analyzed as 

well. It is a generally accepted statement that scientific research contains bias or other 

limitations. Something considered as facts today might become considered as incorrect tomorrow 

where an example of that is the famous plum pudding description of the atom by Thomson which 
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was proven incorrect by Rutherford’s gold foil experiment [30]. This has been taken into 

consideration when analyzing the sources. 

 

It is fortunate that much of the necessary information regarding computer science is conveniently 

found on the Internet and is often free of charge. However references to web sites and 

publications only found on the Internet should be used with caution. Even when the source is 

reliable the environment of the Internet changes over time and could make such references 

untraceable due to removal or change of web address. This has been taken in consideration and 

Internet references have been avoided when possible. 

3.2 EVALUATION AND DOCUMENTATION 

The information gathered about the IDEs has been categorized prior to the comparison which 

will be available in the results’ part of the report and later analyzed in the analysis part. 

Evaluation and documentation has been done continuously throughout the study. 

 

While there are smaller implementations and examinations of ways of coding only the most 

relevant code is presented in the report. Code blocks unnecessary for the examinations 

contributing to the answering of the problem statements have been excluded. 

 

When the author’s experience or other subjectivity is included in the report it will be made 

perfectly clear that this is the author’s experience.  

3.3 LIMITATIONS 

The IDEs are limited to Xcode together with the language Objective-C and Adobe Flash 

Professional together with the language ActionScript 3.0 and runtime Adobe AIR. 

 

The operating systems are limited to iOS, Windows and Mac OS. Compatibility with other 

operating systems has not been taken into consideration. 

 

Focus has been on iOS game development for the iPhone and particularly 2D graphic games. 

Features and possibilities that are not strongly connected with game development have not been 

taken into consideration such as GPS features. 

 

Expenses are presented in SEK, the Swedish currency. When the cost has been available in USD 

(US dollars) and not SEK both USD and SEK are presented. In the latter case SEK has been 

calculated with the current sell rate of the date 22 April 2014 from Forex Bank where the amount 

of 1 USD sold for 6.9576 SEK. Forex Bank is a foreign Swedish exchange and bank [31]. 

 

The coding was made by one person who has experience though is not considered an expert at 

iOS development in neither AFP nor Xcode. The implementations have therefore also been a 

learning process meaning there might be more efficient ways than those described in this report. 
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4 RESULTS 
The results presented follows the order a developer is expected to follow during the game 

development. Note that certain expenses and possible extra expenses are found in different 

phases and presented in the relevant phase. 

4.1 PHASE 1: AVAILABILITY 

AFP runs on both Mac OS and Windows while Xcode only runs on Mac OS. Xcode is free of 

charge while AFP is sold as a subscription where the buyer can choose from different packages. 

Costs for AFP subscriptions and computers with Mac OS are listed in table 1. Keep in mind that 

there are more possible expenses if using AFP which will be brought up in the third phase. 

 

Table 1. Expenses related to computers with Mac OS and AFP 

 Product Cost (SEK) [32-37] 

Computers with Mac OS Mac mini 5 795.00 -   9 795.00 

MacBook Air 8 995.00 – 11 995.00 

MacBook Pro 10 995.00 – 23 795.00 

iMac 12 295.00 – 18 995.00 

Mac Pro 27 995.00 – 36 995.00 

Adobe Flash Professional CC Adobe Flash Professional CC 212.79 monthly fee 

Creative Cloud  (including AFP) 516.60 monthly fee 

4.1.1 USER-FRIENDLINESS: THE XCODE TOUR 

The start-up menu in Xcode lets the user choose between creating a new Xcode project, opening 

an existing project or choose a previously opened project from a list. After choosing Create a 

new Xcode project a template screen appears, see figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Screen capture of Xcode 5 templates screen. 
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It is possible to develop games through several of the templates however there are only two 

alternatives specifically aimed at game development which are OpenGL Game and SpriteKit 

Game. According to Knott [38] the OpenGL Game template is an excellent choice when the 

developer wants to develop a game using Apple’s OpenGL ES or GLKit frameworks. This 

template generates shading language source files and a couple of objects with movements, 

collisions and colors [38].  

 

The Sprite Kit is similar to any other usual iOS project according to Volevodz [39] with the 

exception for the SKView class in Storyboard. Sprite Kit elements cannot be drawn on other 

views than SKView so everything related to Sprite Kit is handled in the SKView. The SKView 

renders the gameplay elements such as sprites, backgrounds, nodes and more [39]. It is important 

to know that the Sprite Kit coordinate system has its origo in the bottom-left corner unlike UlKit 

with its origo located at the top-left corner. The placement of the origo matters when positioning 

the elements. The Sprite Kit coordinate system originates from OpenGL [39]. Volevodz [39] also 

mentions that developers familiar with the third party framework Cocos2D should feel right at 

home with Sprite Kit. 

 

The Single View Application template is according to Knott [38] possibly the most organic 

template and will inevitably be the starting template for many applications. The layout of the 

Single View Application template is presented in figure 2. It generates a UIViewController [38] 

including class files and a Storyboard.  

  

 
Figure 2. Screen capture of Xcode’s general layout including terminology. 

 

Objective-C is an object oriented programming language. It is an extension to the C language but 

there is no reason to have to learn C before learning Objective-C according to Kochan [40]. 
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Every class in Objective-C has two files called the h-file and m-file and works similarly to the h-

file and c-file in C [40]. 

 

  

Figure 3. Screen captures of the simulator positioned in its vertical and horizontal positions. 

 

Uploading apps to an iOS device or the App Store is not allowed through Apple’s SDK alone. To 

be able to do this the developer must join Apple’s Developer Program which also provides tools 

and resources to learn developing iOS applications [41, 42]. There is a simulator, see figure 3, to 

test the applications without an actual device. The simulator can be scaled and simulate different 

kinds of devices. Aside from basic functionality it allows the developer to simulate rotating the 

device to the left or right and simulating a shaking gesture. The simulator does however have 

some limitations. It is not able to simulate accelerometer or camera features [42].  

4.1.2 USER-FRIENDLINESS: THE AFP TOUR 

At start-up of AFP the relevant choices to iOS development are creating a new iOS project or a 

new project from a template. The templates belonging to iOS are five empty templates with 

different dimensions, see figure 4. Something to be aware of is that the size of the canvas 

automatically will scale itself to fit the device screen. If the screen has different dimensions than 

the canvas’ dimensions the canvas will fill the screen vertically leaving a marginal on the 

horizontal sides in the color of the canvas background. Amongst the rest of the templates there 

are some templates that can be converted to target iOS for example Android templates. There are 

also other templates that can be converted to target iOS. The only template directly related to 

game development is a template of a RGP game. 
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It is possible to create classes in ActionScript and use them in AFP. In AFP it is also possible to 

write the code without using classes because the scenes allow ActionScript to be written directly 

in them. Code snippets are included in AFP and available both for general use and for specific 

mobile development. There are also some components such as buttons and drop down lists but 

none of which follows the typical iOS GUI. 

 

 
Figure 4. Screen capture of AFPs templates screen. 

 

The basic layout is showed in figure 5 below. It is possible to adjust the layout in several ways: 

by moving around or change the dimensions of the panels in the workspace, choose from a 

number of pre-adjusted user-specific workspaces or create and save new ones [43].  

 

 
Figure 5. Screen capture of AFPs general layout including terminology. 
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Not all the panels available are shown in figure 6 and the developer is able to choose which ones 

to be visible or not from a number of panels [43]. There is a library panel that lets the developer 

organize library items in folders, see how often certain items are used and sort items by type. 

There are different ways to import items into the library and everything imported to the stage or 

in the stage created as a symbol will automatically be added to the library [43]. 

 

  
Figure 6. Screen captures of AFPs mobile device simulator showing the accelerator and the touch and gesture 

options. 

 

The simulator is able to simulate amongst other things accelerometer, gestures such as pinches 

and swipes, touch and geographical location. On Mac OS it is possible to use Apple’s own native 

iOS simulator for the AFP development [43]. 

4.1.3 GETTING STARTED 

IDE relevant API references are available for both IDEs online where Adobe provides the 

reference in Swedish as well as English [44-46]. Apple also provides iOS 7 design resources that 

would come to use whichever IDE the developer is using [46]. 

Except for free tutorials such as articles or videos on the Internet there are books available for 

learning ActionScript 3.0 and iOS development in Flash for example Flash iOS Apps Cookbook 

[47], iOS Development with Flash: Your visual blueprint for developing Apple apps [48] and 
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Flash Mobile: Developing Android and iOS Applications [49]. Because AFP is a multiplatform 

IDE it is even possible to use parts of the books teaching non-iOS specific development for the 

iOS development such as books referring to Android development in Flash. 

4.2 PHASE 2: DEVELOPMENT 

The examination of the development has been broken down into three parts. One part includes 

implementing a small game as similarly as possible in both Xcode and AFP to be able to make a 

smaller cross-sectional review. Another part was spent gathering information about game 

development and which third-party aids there are available for developing games such as 

frameworks. The third part, bundled in the previous parts, consists of code comparisons. 

4.2.1 A SIMPLE GAME IMPLEMENTATION IN AFP AND XCODE 

To compare the mandatory parts of the development process and get familiar with the structure 

of each language a playable iOS game has been implemented as similarly as possible in both 

Xcode and AFP. The game is a Flappy Bird-like game and is referred to as GameXF or GameX 

when specifically meaning the Xcode version and GameF when specifically meaning the AFP 

version. GameX and GameF are developed without any help from third-party frameworks or 

game engines.  

 

Game consists of two main views. The first main view (figure 7 & figure 10) consists of a high 

score display and a menu. The high score was implemented as follows in the code section below. 

 

ActionScript 3.0 Storing and retrieving high score. 

StartScreen 

Stored high score being retrieved and displayed. 
var storedHighscore:SharedObject = SharedObject.getLocal("sharedStorage"); 

var storedArray:Array = new Array(); 

 

if (storedHighscore.data.score) { 

 storedArray = storedHighscore.data.score; 

 storedHighscore.close(); 

  

 txtScore.text = "Highscore: " + storedArray[0]; 

} 

PlayScreen 

High score is stored. 
var storeHighscore:SharedObject = SharedObject.getLocal("sharedStorage"); 

var storeArray:Array = new Array(); 

 

if (storeHighscore.data.score < scoreNumber) { 

 storeArray.push(scoreNumber); 

 storeHighscore.data.score = storeArray; 

 storeHighscore.flush();  

} 

storeHighscore.close(); 
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Objective-C Storing and retrieving high score. 

Game.h 

Variable declaration. 
int scoreNumber; 

NSInteger highscore; 

Game.m 

Store high score. 
if(scoreNumber > highscore){ 

  [[NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults] setInteger:scoreNumber 

forKey:@"storedHighscore"]; 

} 

Retrieve highscore. 
highscore = [[NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults] integerForKey:@"storedHighscore"]; 

ViewController.h 

Variable declaration. 
IBOutlet UILabel *lblHighscore; 

ViewController.m 

Display high score. 
highscore = [[NSUserDefaults standardUserDefaults] integerForKey:@"storedHighscore"]; 

lblHighscore.text = [NSString stringWithformat:@"Highscore: %li", (long)highscore]; 

 

The second main view (figure 8 & figure 11) is the game play view. The game is a side-scroller 

where the aim is for the game character, displayed as a turquoise rectangle, to reach as far as 

possible to the right without touching any surrounding walls. Every wall passed gives a point.  

 

     
Figure 7. Screen capture of the 

menu view. 

Figure 8. Screen capture of the 

game view - before start. 

Figure 9. Screen capture of the 

game view - after start. 
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Figure 10. Screen capture of the 

menu view. 

Figure 11. Screen capture of the 

game view – before start. 

Figure 12. Screen capture of the 

game view – after start. 

 

The collision detection with the surrounding walls was implemented as follows in the code 

section below. 

 

ActionScript 3.0 Collision detection. 

PlayScreen 

Check if player is colliding with surrounding walls. 
If(player.hitTestObject(wallTop)){ 

 GameOver(); 

} else if(player.hitTestObject(wallBottom)){ 

 GameOver(); 

} else if(player.hitTestObject(top)){ 

 GameOver(); 

} else if(player.hitTestObject(bottom)){ 

 GameOver(); 

} 

Objective-C Collision detection. 

Game.h 

Variable declaration. 
IBOutlet UIImageView *ivPlayer; 

IBOutlet UIImageView *ivTop; 

IBOutlet UIImageView *ivBottom; 

IBOutlet UIImageView *ivWallTop; 

IBOutlet UIImageView *ivWallBottom; 

Game.m 

Check if player is colliding with surrounding walls. 
If(CGRectIntersectsRect(ivPlayer.frame, ivWallTop.frame)){ 

  [self GameOver]; 

} else if(CGRectIntersectsRect(ivPlayer.frame, ivWallBottom.frame)){ 

  [self GameOver]; 
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} else if(CGRectIntersectsRect(ivPlayer.frame, ivTop.frame)){ 

  [self GameOver];  

} else if(CGRectIntersectsRect(ivPlayer.frame, ivBottom.frame)){ 

  [self GameOver]; 

} 

 

The game character is moving forward and downwards by default. The player controls the game 

character’s vertical position by touching the screen boosting the character upwards a bit before it 

falls down again. The implementation of the movement is presented below. 

 

ActionScript 3.0 Movement 

PlayScreen 

Movement of player and parts of the walls movement. 
Var playerVelocity:int; 

var velocity:int; 

var playerMovingTimer:Timer= new Timer(50); 

var wallMovingTimer:Timer= new Timer(10); 

 

playerMovingTimer.addEventListener(TimerEvent.TIMER, PlayerMoving); 

wallMovingTimer.addEventListener(TimerEvent.TIMER, WallMoving); 

touchLayer.visible = false; 

touchLayer.addEventListener(TouchEvent.TOUCH_TAP, Touch); 

 

function Touch(event:TouchEvent):void { 

 playerVelocity = velocity; 

} 

 

function Start(event:TouchEvent):void { 

 … 

 touchLayer.visible = true; 

 PlaceWalls(); 

 playerMovingTimer.start(); 

 wallMovingTimer.start(); 

} 

 

function GameOver() {  

 … 

 playerMovingTimer.stop(); 

 wallMovingTimer.stop(); 

 touchLayer.visible = false; 

 … 

} 

 

function WallMoving(event:TimerEvent):void { 

 wallTop.x = wallTop.x – 1; 

 wallBottom.x = wallBottom.x – 1; 

  

 if(wallTop.x < -28){ 

  PlaceWalls(); 

 } 

 if(wallTop.x == 75){ 

  Score(); 

 } 

 … 

} 

 

function PlayerMoving(event:TimerEvent):void { 

 player.y = player.y – playerVelocity; 

     

 playerVelocity = playerVelocity – 5; 
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 if(playerVelocity < -15){ 

  playerVelocity = -15; 

 } 

} 

Objective-C Movement 

Game.h 

Variable declaration (not mentioned previously). 
Int playerFlight; 

… 

NSTimer *timerPlayerMovement; 

NSTimer *timerWallMovement; 

… 

-(IBAction)StartGameid)sender; 

-(void)PlayerMoving; 

-(void)WallMoving; 

-(void)PlaceWalls; 

-(void)GameOver; 

Game.m  

Movement of player and parts of the walls movement. 
-(IBAction)StartGameid)sender { 

    … 

    [self PlaceWalls]; 

    … 

    timerPlayerMovement = [NSTimer scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:0.05 target:self 

selector:@selector(PlayerMoving) userInfo:nil repeats:YES]; 

    timerWallMovement = [NSTimer scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval:0.01 target:self 

selector:@selector(WallMoving) userInfo:nil repeats:YES]; 

} 

 

-(void)WallMoving { 

    ivWallTop.center = CGPointMake(ivWallTop.center.x – 1, ivWallTop.center.y); 

    ivWallBottom.center = CGPointMake(ivWallBottom.center.x-1, ivWallBottom.center.y); 

     

    if(ivWallTop.center.x < -28){ 

        [self PlaceWalls]; 

    }     

    … 

} 

 

-(void)GameOver { 

    [timerWallMovement invalidate]; 

    [timerPlayerMovement invalidate]; 

    … 

} 

 

-(void)PlayerMoving { 

 ivPlayer.center = CGPointMake(ivPlayer.center.x, ivPlayer.center.y – 

playerFlight); 

     

 playerFlight = playerFlight – 5; 

 if(playerFlight < -15){ 

  playerFlight = -15; 

 }     

} 

 

-(void)touchesBeganNSSet *)touches withEventUIEvent *)event { 

 playerFlight = 30; 

} 
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GameF was developed by creating a new blank AIR for iOS project and change the size to match 

the background images. All images were imported to the internal resource library. Two scenes 

were created called StartScreen and PlayScreen for the views and all the code was written 

directly into the scenes. The game objects were given instance names in order to be able to refer 

to them in the code. This could be done directly without declaring or instantiating any new 

variables. 

 

 
Figure 13. Screen capture illustration the instantiating of a variable with a UImageView object. 

 

GameX was developed by creating a Single View Application template. The images were 

imported to the project in a separated folder. The images were placed on the storyboard through 

image views (UIImageView). The image views were placed on the storyboard and linked to the 

images. A new class was created called Game. One of the generated classes was used to display 

the high score by adding a few lines of code, see the earlier code section for high score. To be 

able to use the game objects in the code a new variable for each one of them were declared and 

later instantiated by manually connecting them with the objects in the storyboard by dragging a 

line between them, see figure 13. 

4.2.2 GENERAL GAME DEVELOPMENT 

The book Game Programming Algorithms and Techniques by Madhav [50] is aimed to 

programmers with experience in an object-oriented language where Objective-C and 

ActionScript 3.0 are included. According to Madhav [50] the book has an academic setting and 
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should be useful for anyone who is interested in professional game programming and already 

knows general programming. 

 

Relevant to this study the book covers game loops, 2D graphics including sprites, animations and 

sprite sheets, scrolling, tile maps, vectors, input, physics, cameras and user interfaces [50]. These 

factors are explained generally in the book with pseudo code however frameworks are referred to 

and recommended to use [50]. These factors will be of interest when comparing the game 

development in AFP and Xcode together with frameworks for each IDE. First the connections 

between the factors will be explained starting with the game loop. 

 

The game loop executes a series of actions iteratively until the user quits the game, which makes 

it the overall flow control for the game [50]. An iteration of the game loop is called frame and 

the update interval is called FPS (frames per second). There are many variations of game loops 

where the traditional game loop is illustrated in the pseudo code below [50]: 

 

Pseudo code Game loop 

Traditional game loop. 
while game is running 

 input processing   //handles inputs from devices and external inputs  

     //for example data received from the Internet in an  

     //online multiplayer game. 

 

 updating game world  // involves going through all that is active in  

       // the game and update it appropriately. 

 

 output generating  // involves graphical output, which usually is the  

     // most computationally expensive one, audio, force  

     // feedback and sending data in online multiplayer  

     // games. 

loop 

 

A number of devices including some mobile devices feature multicore CPUs, which allow 

running multiple threads at the same time [50]. Since rendering graphics is extremely time-

consuming this has great importance to game development. In short multicore CPUs makes it 

possible to manipulate the game loop thread to process everything expect for the graphics and 

handing over relevant information to a secondary rendering thread where the graphics are 

processed in parallel resulting in saving time [50]. With this comes some problems but with them 

solutions [50]. 

 

The game world includes game objects which can be seen as anything in the game world that 

needs to be updated, drawn or both updated and drawn on every frame [50]: 

 Drawn and updated. These objects are for example the game characters and enemies. 

 Drawn. These are also called static objects that are visible but never needs updates, for 

example a building in a background. 
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 Updated. This could be the camera or a trigger that is not visible but detects the player’s 

position and triggers appropriate actions accordingly. 

 

Representing the game objects in the game loop can be done in different ways where the object 

oriented programming concept of interfaces is one approach [50]. 

 

Depending on the speed of the devices’ processor the game loop will update a different amount 

of times in the same period of time, which could cause problems such as game objects’ 

movement being remarkably slow on one device and extremely fast on another [50]. This could 

be solved with the concept of delta time. Delta time is the amount of elapsed game time since the 

last frame [50]. The calculation of delta time is implemented in the game loop and needs the 

amount of real time that has elapsed queried differently depending on the framework [50]. 

 

The 2D visual objects within the game world are called sprites and can be drawn using a single 

image on any given frame. Sprites are typically used to represent characters and other dynamic 

objects. They could also be used for backgrounds in smaller games but there are more efficient 

ways for displaying backgrounds [50]. The sprites can be animated and the usual way to do this 

is by the principles of traditional flipbook animation. This could be done by using an array of 

static 2D images and rapidly play through it on the display to create the illusion of motion [50]. 

It is preferred to use sprite sheets in order to properly animate sprites and it is important to 

remember that many libraries require the image’s dimensions to be power of two otherwise 

padding will be added resulting in unnecessarily larger file sizes [50]. 

 

The sprites usually make up for the overall download size of the game so it is important to use 

them as efficiently as possible [50]. An important decision to make when it comes to sprites is to 

decide the image format they will be stored in [50]. For example PNG-files usually are 

significantly smaller than TGA-files however PNG-files usually need to be converted before 

drawn while TGA-files can be drawn directly. PVR-format is preferred when developing for iOS 

since it is a compressed image because it natively can be drawn by the hardware [50]. The 

process of loading image files into memory can differ depending on the platform and framework. 

Frameworks such as SDL and Cocos2D have functionality for loading many file formats [50]. 

 

Stage3D is a native GPU rendering pipeline developed by Adobe and used in AFP. The Stage3D 

APIs are running on top of OpenGL and DirectX on desktop and OpenGL ES 2.0 on mobile 

devices [51, 52]. In Xcode it is possible to develop games using OpenGL ES 2.0 directly [53].  

 

Scrolling functions enables the game world to be larger than the device’s screen size. There are 

2D games relatively simple such as Pac-Man that does not use scrolling. The more complex 2D 

games usually have game worlds larger than the device screen and are in need of scrolling 
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functions. There are different kinds of scrolling such as single-axis scrolling, infinite scrolling, 

parallax scrolling and four-way scrolling [50]. 

 

Especially scrolling games have relatively large backgrounds and many world objects that repeat 

themselves. To have a separate image file for each one of them would result in a huge and 

unnecessary total game size. This compared to using tile maps reduces the size significantly [50]. 

A tile set is a set of images called tiles. The tile set includes the possible tiles used in the game 

[50]. Each tile is given an individual code creating a code system used to build the specific code 

maps for the different parts of the world, for example one code map for each level. When the 

game is being played the specific code map is read and only the currently active parts of the map 

are drawn and then disposed when not active. This process saves memory [50]. Note that there is 

a difference between what is active and what is visible. The camera displays all what the player 

can see however there could be active parts of the game world outside of the camera for example 

a hidden platform. 

  

The use of physics is not vital in all games however they are in those implementing collision 

detection and movement [50]. Vectors are included in the mathematical area and are a part of 

linear algebra. There are different kinds of vectors used in different kinds of games such as 2D or 

3D games. Vectors are used for example when calculating angles or directions of which objects 

are moving or the logical reflection angles objects should move in after collision [50]. 

 

User interfaces in a game is typically a menu system and a heads-up display (HUD). The menu 

system is responsible for changing modes such as pausing and defines in which way the player 

gets in and out of the game [50]. The HUD could include a radar, compass, items count or any 

other element that gives additional information to the player as the game is being played. HUD is 

not used in all games however the vast majority of them use at least a basic HUD [50]. 

4.2.3 GAME DEVELOPMENT AIDS 

It is possible to develop a game without aids such as third-party frameworks though it could be 

efficient to use them. Depending on the complexity of the game a framework is easier to learn 

than to build everything from scratch and it lets the developer focus on the core game 

development [50]. There are also frameworks written in a cross-platform manner allowing the 

game to be run on different platforms [50], which could be beneficial regardless of the game’s 

complexity. 

 

There are several frameworks, game- and physics engines both for AFP and Xcode of which 

only a few of them are listed in tables 2 and 3 [51, 54-58]. The factors earlier mentioned have 

been taken in consideration and all the frameworks and engines have at the very least some kind 

of support for them. Note that there is a version of Box2D for both AFP and Xcode and that 

Sparrow and Starling are each other’s equivalent for the IDEs.  
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Table 2. Frameworks and game engines excluding physics engines 

 Description IDE 

FlashPunk 2D game engine AFP 

Flixel 2D game engine AFP 

PushButton Engine 2D game engine with Box2D and multiplayer network 

support 

AFP 

Starling 2D framework developed on top of Stage3D API, port 

of Sparrow framework for iOS 

AFP 

Cocos2D based Cocos2D for 

iPhone 
2D game engine with OpenAL-nased sound engine and 

support for Chipmunk engine. 

Xcode 

 

Cocos2D–x Multiplatform 2D game engine and  port of Cocos2d for 

iPhone 

Kobold2D Based on Cocos2d for IPhone 

Sparrow 2D game engine Xcode 

Moai SDK 2D game engine Xcode 

Simple DirectMedia Layer Crossplatform development library Xcode 

 

Table 3. Physics engines 

 Description IDE 

Box2D 2D physics engine AFP & Xcode 

ActionScript Physics Engine 2D physics engine AFP 

Chipmunk2D 2D physics engine Xcode 

 

4.2.3.1 Cocos2D 

Cocos2D has been mentioned in sources [39, 47, 50] not specifically targeting Cocos2D making 

it interesting to look closer at. Cocos2D is an open source framework for making 2D games in 

Objective-C for iOS and Mac OS where the Cocos2D game can be created from a template or by 

importing Cocos2D as a library to an already existing project [59]. It uses OpenGL ES for 

graphics rendering giving the developer all the speed and performance of the GPU on the device. 

Cocos2D was originally a Python framework for 2D games. It was ported to the iPhone in 2008 

and now there are additional ports to Ruby, Java (Android) and Mono (C#/.NET) [59]. 

 

Using Cocos2D lets the developer focus on the core game instead of low-level APIs such as 

OpenGL ES or OpenAL [59]. It is crucial to be able to prototype and develop quickly for success 

in the App Store where Cocos2D is the best tool for quick development according to Strougo & 

Wenderlich [59]. Cocos2D includes utilities such as font rendering, sprite sheets, a robust sound 

system and more utilities useful for game development. Both physics engines Box2D and 

Chipmunk are bundled with Cocos2D for audio and it has a sound engine that uses the power of 

OpenAL [59]. 

 

Actions is a feature in Cocos2D that with ease lets the developer move, scale, rotate, fade, tint, 

animate and manipulate sprites or other objects. It is also possible to make sprites jump, blink 

and more [59]. 
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Cocos2D Actions example 

Makes object smoothly move across screen 400 pixles to the right in 5 seconds. 
CCAction *moveAction = [CCMoveBy actionWithDuration:5.0f 

position:CGPointMake(400.0f,0.0f)]; 

[objectSprite runAction:moveAction]; 

 

4.2.3.2 Box2D 

Since Box2D is available for development in both AFP and Xcode here is a closer look at it. 

Box2D is an open source physics engine which is the most used by game developers, according 

to Feronato [60]. According to Feronato [60] Box2D is the best choice for the developer who 

wants to develop 2D physics driven games and applications. Four famous games using Box2D 

are AngryBirds and Tiny Wings for iPhone and Totem Destroyer and Red Remover for Flash. 

According to Feronato [60] most of the successful games uses physics simulate realism and more 

which would otherwise not be possible. 

 

4.2.3.3 Starling and Sparrow 

Because Starling is a ActionScript 3.0 port of Sparrow and Sparrow is a framework for iOS it is 

particularly interesting to have a closer look at them. Starling is a free 2D framework headmost 

designed for ActionScript 3.0 developers especially for game development but could also be 

used for UI programming. It is licensed under the Simplified BSD license and can be used freely 

also in commercial applications [51].  

 

Starling is a port of the open source framework Sparrow which is the equivalent library for iOS 

relying on OpenGL ES 2 APIs [51]. Starling is designed after Flash Player APIs and abstracts 

the complexity of Stage3D making it possible to leverage GPU and develop fast GPU-

accelerating applications without having to use low-level Stage3D APIs directly [51]. It is also 

designed to be easy and intuitive and should be so for ActionScript 3.0, Java and .NET 

developers according to Imbert [51]. Most tutorials found for Starling, and forum posts, targeted 

the Flash Builder IDE however it was possible to follow them in AFP as well. 

 

Starling IDE and ActionScript 3.0 IDE has several similarities for example with dispatchers and 

methods making it relatively intuitive right away and eases the learning process, see the example 

in the table below.  

 

Table 4. Examples of dispatcher similarities in Starling and ActionScript 3.0 

 Starling API ActionScript 3.0 API 

Event starling.events.Event flash.events.Event 

Stage starling.display.Stage flash.display.Stage 

Sprite starling.display.Sprite flash.display.Sprite 

 

There are some differences too. The AFP internal library for example is unusable which means 

that images and other resources must be collected outside of the fla-file. Some classes in Starling 

and ActionScript has the same name but work differently for example MovieClip. To use the 
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ActionScript MovieClip the import used is flash.display.MovieClip and to use Starling 

MovieClip starling.display.MovieClip needs to be imported. This makes it extra important to 

check the imports [51]. A side note is that there are not any mouse events (only touch events) 

however there are ways to develop desktop applications that uses mouse clicks as well [51]. 

 

Gamua, the company that developed Starling, has a list of examples of games made with Starling 

for multiple platforms including iOS such as Click Bird, Chaneques and TaDa Moon [61]. 

 

Below there are four extractions from the AnimationScene in the Starling’s and Sparrow’s demo 

project versions with comments removed. This demo project is bundled in the Starling/Sparrow 

download. 

 

Starling Code examples 

Variable declaration. 
private var mStartButton:Button; 

private var mDelayButton:Button; 

private var mEgg:Image; 

private var mTransitionLabel:TextField; 

private var mTransitions:Array; 

 
Creating animation. 

private function onStartButtonTriggered():void 

{ 

 mStartButton.enabled = false; 

 resetEgg(); 

 

 var transition:String = mTransitions.shift();  

 mTransitions.push(transition); 

 

 var tween:Tween = new Tween(mEgg, 2.0, transition); 

 tween.animate("rotation", deg2rad(90));  

 tween.scaleTo(0.5);     

 tween.onComplete = function():void { mStartButton.enabled = true; }; 

             

 Starling.juggler.add(tween); 

 

 mTransitionLabel.text = transition; 

 mTransitionLabel.alpha = 1.0; 

 var hideTween:Tween = new Tween(mTransitionLabel, 2.0, Transitions.EASE_IN);  

 hideTween.animate("alpha", 0.0);  

 Starling.juggler.add(hideTween);  

} 

Changing color. 
private function colorizeEgg(colorize:Boolean):void  

{  

 mEgg.color = colorize ? Color.RED : Color.WHITE;  

} 

Deallocing. 
public override function dispose():void  

{  

 mStartButton.removeEventListener(Event.TRIGGERED, onStartButtonTriggered);  

 mDelayButton.removeEventListener(Event.TRIGGERED, onDelayButtonTriggered);  

 super.dispose(); 

} 
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Sparrow Code examples 

Variable declaration. 
@implementation AnimationScene 

{ 

 SPButton *_startButton; 

 SPButton *_delayButton;  

 SPImage *_egg;  

 SPTextField *_transitionLabel;  

 NSMutableArray *_transitions; 

} 

Creating animation. 
- (void)onStartButtonPressed:(SPEvent *)event 

{ 

 _startButton.enabled = NO;  

  [self resetEgg];  

 

 NSString *transition = _transitions[0];  

 [_transitions removeObjectAtIndex:0];  

 [_transitions addObject:transition];  

 

 SPTween *tween = [SPTween tweenWithTarget:_egg time:2.0f transition:transition];  

 [tween moveToX:305 y:365];  

 [tween scaleTo:0.5f];  

 [tween animateProperty:@"rotation" targetValue:PI_HALF];  

 tween.onComplete = ^{ _startButton.enabled = YES; };  

 

 [Sparrow.juggler addObject:tween];  

 

 _transitionLabel.text = transition;  

 _transitionLabel.alpha = 1.0f;  

 

 SPTween *hideTween = [SPTween tweenWithTarget:_transitionLabel time:2.0f 

transition:SP_TRANSITION_EASE_IN];  

 [hideTween animateProperty:@"alpha" targetValue:0.0f];  

 

 [Sparrow.juggler addObject:hideTween]; 

} 

Changing color. 
- (void)colorizeEgg:(BOOL)colorize 

{  

 if (colorize) _egg.color = 0xff3333; // 0xrrggbb  

 else  

 { 

  _egg.color = 0xffffff;  

  _delayButton.enabled = YES;  

 } 

} 

Deallocing. 
- (void)dealloc 

{ 

 [_startButton removeEventListenersAtObject:self forType:SP_EVENT_TYPE_TRIGGERED]; 

 [_delayButton removeEventListenersAtObject:self forType:SP_EVENT_TYPE_TRIGGERED]; 

} 

4.2.4 APIS 

Some of the iOS frameworks or libraries are linked by Adobe AIR by default such as 

CoreGraphics, MobileCoreServices, CoreFoundation, AudioToolbox, SystemConfiguration, 

OpenGLES, CFNetwork and Security [62]. It is possible to develop AIR native extensions to use 

with iOS to which Adobe provides a guide [62]. There are also additional extensions that can be 
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purchased and are presented in table 6. Further information and tutorials for these extensions can 

be found at Adobe’s website. 

4.3 PHASE 3: PUBLISHING 

Apple decided that it would not be possible to develop iOS applications with Flash tools or even 

other tools at the time Flash Professional CS5 was released however this decision was withdrawn 

in 2010 [41]. 

4.3.1 APPROACH AND REQUIREMENTS 

The most recent and updated information on how to publish apps to App Store is found online on 

Apple’s developer site [41] since the process of publishing an app made in Flash or Xcode are 

practically the same this information is useful for both AFP and Xcode users. Rosenzweig [41] 

writes in 2010 about how to publish an app made in Flash to Apples App Store and the following 

is required: 

 Developer account. Membership of the Apple’s Developer Program. 

 Digital signature. This certificate is created on the Mac or Windows computer. 

 Provisioning profile. This is a file retrieved from the developer account registering the 

app in Apples system. 

 Distribution profile. This file is needed when the final version is done and it is time for 

submitting the app to the App Store. 

 Icons. 

 Splash screen image. 

 Mac computer. It is possible to develop and test the app in Windows however it is not 

possible to upload it to the App Store without a program only available for Mac. 

 

Rosenzweig [41] also mentions having an iOS device but states that it is not technically a 

requirement but a good idea to test the app on a real device before publishing. 

 

It is possible to package a mobile AIR application to iOS package format (IPA). Using the ipa-

app-store target converts the app into the format that can be submitted to Apple App Store [63]. 

It is possible to package in different ways for example with Flash builder [64] or the ADT where 

the AIR SDK version requirement is 2.6 or later [65]. According to Flash Professional CC 

release notes [66] the developer is able to deliver applications built with AIR for iOS to the App 

Store. The requirements stated are being a member of the Apple’s Developer Program to be 

access a developer certificate and following program guidelines [66]. There are no dates to this 

statement however Flash Professional CC was released in 2013 [18].  

 

In a guide for submitting AIR for iOS apps to the App Store last modified in 2011 [67] the 

product requirements are Flash Builder or Flash Professional. It is stated that the Apple 

Application Loader utility is needed to prepare and submit the app to Apple. It is also stated that 

The Application Loader utility is only available for the Mac OS and that it is possible to run Mac 
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OS on the Windows OS with a virtual machine [67]. It is possible to publish an AIR for iOS app 

to a device without the use of any software other than AFP. The process is both described in text 

and shown in a video tutorial however a Developer Program membership is required [68]. No 

later dated information about submissions to the App Store has been found on Adobe’s website. 

4.3.2 EXPENSES 

Except for the possible expenses the developer has to pay for a computer with Mac OS or for a 

subscription of AFP (see table 1) a membership of Apple’s Developer Program has to be 

purchased for a 99 US dollar or 688.80 SEK annual fee [9]. Table 5 and chart 1 gives an idea of 

what the total cost could be over a five year period. 

 

Table 5. Total expenses the first five years based on the lowest price including the developer program membership 

  Total expense after the amount of years (SEK) 

  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Mac mini 6 483.80 7 172.60 7 861.40 8 550.20 9 239.00 

MacBook Air 9 683.80 10 372.60 11 061.40 11 750.20 12 439.00 

MacBook Pro 11 683.80 12 372.60 13 061.40 13 750.20 14 439.00 

iMac 12 983.80 13 672.60 14 361.40 15 050.20 15 739.00 

Mac Pro 28 683.80 29 372.60 30 061.40 30 750.20 31 439.00 

Adobe Flash Professional CC 3 242.28 

 

6 484.56 9 726.84 12 969.12 16 211.40 

Creative Cloud 6 888.00 13 776.00 20 664.00 27 552.00 34 440.00 

Developer account (only) 688.80 1 377.60 2 066.40 2 755.20 3 444.00 

 

 
Chart 1. Total expenses amount for the first five years based on the data from table 5. 

 

The least requirements for developing an iOS application are the developer program membership 

together with an IDE. If the developer uses AFP and wants to access more API functions, such as  
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Table 6. Annual fee for flash extensions by Milkman Games  

 Cost (USD) [70] Cost* (SEK) 

In-App Purchase iOS Extension 49.99 347.81 

GameCenter iOS Extension 69.99  486.92 

CoreMobile AIR Extension 49.99  347.81 

GoViral Social Media AIR Extension 54.99  382.60 

EasyPush Notifications Extension 39.99  278.23 

AdMob Native Extension 29.99  208.66 

iAd for iOS Extension 29.99  208.66 

RateBox Mobile Extension 19.99  139.08 

  TOTAL:  344.92  2 399.82 

 

Game Center, Adobe [69] refers to third-party extensions made by amongst others the 

independent game studio Milkman Games which provides a number of extensions listed in the 

table above. 
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5 ANALYSIS 
Note that the analysis shows a different end result depending on if the AFP user uses Windows 

exclusively or not due to the need of Mac OS for publishing to App Store. Otherwise the result 

of the analysis applies for all AFP users. A summary of the analysis outcome regarding the 

comparison between AFP and Xcode is presented in the table below. 

 

Table 7. Overview of the analysis’ outcome regarding the comparison between AFP and Xcode 

 IDE with advantage Comments 

System requirements AFP One more OS 

IDE expenses Xcode Xcode is free 

Expenses Mac computer or AFP AFP At least initially 

User-friendliness See comment User dependent 

Simple game AFP* Easier and faster developed* 

Third-party frameworks and  

game engines 

Equivalent User dependent 

APIs expenses Xcode Some APIs are not included in 

AFP and needs to be purchased 

Publishing expenses See comment Access to Mac OS required which 

could lead to extra expenses for 

Windows-users, otherwise 

equivalent 

* Based on results including the author’s subjective experience. 

5.1 AVAILABILITY 

The results show that while Xcode reaches the Mac OS-user audience AFP reaches both this 

audience and further also the Windows-user audience making AFP the more attractive choice at 

least for Windows-users or those who prefer Windows. However, looking at the expenses Xcode 

is completely free while AFP takes an annual fee. Should the developer already have a Mac 

computer the obvious choice in that case would be Xcode. Would the developer have a Windows 

computer the expenses to buy a Mac computer would be significantly higher than the total cost 

for AFP for several years at least. 

 

When it comes to user-friendliness it depends on the user’s experience and requirements. AFP 

has a simpler user interface with fewer choices clearly available compared to Xcode. While some 

users might see AFP as intuitive and easy others might see it as too simple and lacking. Xcode 

might also be perceived differently while some might become confused of the quantity at first 

glance others might find joy in the instantly given material to explore. 

5.2 DEVELOPMENT 

The initial test of making a simple game showed great similarities but also differences. The 

languages differ significantly at first view however it was possible to develop essentially the 

same game in each language with relatively the same amount of code. Xcode required more code 

however a part of the code was generated automatically due to using a template.  While it was 

possible to write the code straight into the scenes in AFP a total of two classes and four files, 

meaning the h-file and m-file, where needed in Xcode. Have in mind that one class, meaning two 
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files, were generated through choosing a template however it still required more focus and 

keeping track. Another difference was the connection of the user interface with the code. While 

AFP only required giving the objects instance names to be used in the code Xcode required 

declaring new variables and instantiating them by manually connecting the variable with the 

object. Because of this the coding of the making of the AFP game took both less time and less 

effort the author and by the author considered the more attractive choice. Note that this is the 

authors experience and might be different depending on the developer, current skills or 

knowledge of each IDE and programming language. 

 

There are several third-party frameworks and game engines available for each IDE. There are at 

least one equivalent framework and physics engine for each IDE good enough to develop a series 

of different kinds of games. With this information the conclusion could reached that the IDEs are 

essentially equivalent. If there is a certain style, certain function or certain language preferred or 

required by the user one IDE might have an advantage over the other but again that would be 

based on the individual user and not the general possibilities for iOS game development. 

 

AFP does not include certain functionality such as being able to use Apple’s Game Center 

however there are extensions enabling these features. The extensions could be purchased for an 

annual fee. Further information about the extensions including tutorials can be found at Adobe’s 

website making them easier to find and use. In the end these functionalities are free in Xcode 

making Xcode the obvious choice. 

5.3 PUBLISHING 

Regarding requirements when publishing an app to the App Store the results have been 

indecisive. One source [67] from Adobe, describing the publishing process dated 2011, states 

that software only available for Mac OS is required. Another source [66] dated in 2013 [18] also 

from Adobe states the requirements to only being a Developer Program membership. Since the 

latter source actually don’t describe the process of publishing it will be assumed Mac OS is 

required for publishing to the App Store since no later information has been found distinctively 

opposing this statement. 

 

The main aspects of the publishing process do not differ significantly between the two IDEs. 

However, amongst the AFP users, there is a difference between the Windows-users and the Mac 

OS since Mac OS is required whether it be through a virtual machine or an actual Mac computer. 

Assuming that the developer wants to publish the app some of the previous findings in the 

availability phase have got to be reconsidered as the conditions has changed drastically for users 

of Windows exclusively. There might be ways that are free of charge or have low charges but 

most probably this would mean a significant extra cost if the developer needs to buy a Mac 

computer or getting a virtual machine to access Mac OS. Note that the previous findings have 

not changed for users where Mac OS is available. 
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6 DISCUSSION 
The research is reaching its end and while questions have been answered even more questions 

have come to mind of which the answers could have contributed to answering the problem 

statements with more accuracy. Even so the author is confident that the results and analysis in 

this thesis will fulfill its goal to give a developer ground before the choice of using either AFP or 

Xcode for the iOS game development. 

6.1 METHOD DISCUSSION 

As the results gathered have been completely depending on the methods used they will be 

discussed parallel to the methods used. 

6.1.1 LIMITATIONS 

Since no other certain individuals or groups than the author has participated in this study 

regarding the implementations of the simple game and the subjective parts of the exploring of the 

IDEs it could be difficult to repeat this study. An approach making the study easier to repeat 

could have been to specify a certain target developer. Another approach could have been to find 

at least two experienced iOS developers in each IDE and interview them both separately and 

together to find out more similarities and differences. This most likely would also have given the 

final conclusions more accuracy assuming deeper problem situations and solutions would have 

been brought up. 

 

The choice of excluding 3D graphics has made the results neglect a part that is included in 

general game development however not all game developers are using 3D graphics making the 

results more accurate for 2D game developers. Well, why not choose 3D graphics instead of 2D 

graphics and targeting the 3D game developers instead or just target both? As said by Madhav 

[50] both developers and gamers are drawn to 2D graphics; the developers because the budget 

and team usually can be smaller and gamers because of the purity and simplicity of the game. 

With this in mind including 3D graphics might have led to the results being misleading for the 

developers most in need of this research assuming that the developers cannot or rather not want 

to try out both IDEs themselves are those who start off with a small team and a small budget. 

However it would be interesting to look at 3D graphics exclusively or both as well. 

 

Regarding the expenses they are based on the prices for private individuals and new store bought 

computers at the time of writing this report. There might be discount prices for companies, 

students, volume discounts or other reduced prices. There is also a possibility to buy third-party 

computers where the prices differ from the new of course. These differences in prices have not 

been considered in the report and might have had affected the analysis and final conclusions. 

  

Regarding the frameworks and game engines only of those which are open source have been 

mentioned and only a few of them. There are versions of that have to be purchased and these 
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have not been taken into consideration in this research to exclude as many expenses as possible 

targeting as many developers as possible. 

6.1.2 PHASES 

The choice of exploring the development and publishing process are self-explanatory since the 

IDEs are used for developing apps to publish. The choice of exploring availability as described 

in the first phase might be less obvious but never the less important. A developer should before 

deciding to purchase and use a tool for development find out the requirements. It is important to 

know if the tool can be used immediately after purchase and throughout the process or if 

additional requirements are needed to acquire. If there are additional requirements at least the 

developer is able to decide whether he or she wants to - or even is able to - submit to those 

requirements before spending time and money on the tool. 

6.1.3 SOURCES 

Much of the information required to find answers to the problem statements have been found on 

the Internet and have not been avoidable. However the references found on the Internet have 

been chosen with caution and most of them refer to Apple’s and Adobe’s own websites or 

referred to by them. The scientific articles are restricted to the area of mobile games, which this 

research has been about. The books used have been of educational kinds and from different 

publishers to be able to get as much information as possible from different perspectives. 

6.2 ANALYSIS 

The analysis can be interpreted in different ways depending on whom it concerns. A developer 

wanting to choose an IDE for iOS game development might be all new to development, new to 

iOS development but experienced in AFP or have years of experience of for example Android 

and wants to expand target platforms. Maybe AFP would be more suited for one who wishes to 

develop for multiple platforms despite the advantages of Xcode and maybe Xcode would be the 

better choice for one who wants to specialize in iOS development despite the advantages of AFP. 

Even though the problem statements don not give consideration to different kinds of developers, 

but rather the possibilities of AFP, it would have been interesting to view the results from 

different developers’ perspectives. 

 

The expenses could also be interpreted in different ways depending on the developer’s goal with 

the iOS game development. If the goal is making only one app or a few for one’s own use the 

expenses would be significantly smaller choosing AFP for a Windows-user especially since 

publishing and extensions would not be required. If the goal however would be to have a 

company developing iOS apps with the intention of profiting and keep going for decades Xcode 

would economically be more efficient even for Windows-users. 

 

The findings regarding the publishing process where Mac OS is required does change the initial 

conditions for the Windows-user however do stay unchanged for the Mac OS-users. There is at 
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least one possible free of charge solution for this which is for the developer to borrow a Mac 

computer for the final Mac OS required stage of the publishing process. This would solve the 

extra expense issue however it is not certain that the developer has this privilege and it brings 

another issue of independence as well. 

 

The findings of Mac OS being required together with the information that Apple prohibited the 

use of AFP, amongst other tools, of developing iOS apps are interesting in a political aspect. 

However the political aspect of the matter do not contribute to the problem statements and will 

therefore not be discussed further. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions of this bachelor degree thesis referring to the problem statements are:  

1. AFP is a viable IDE for iOS game development in the aspect of possibilities. It is not 

feasible on a long-term basis when considering the expenses however it could be feasible 

on a short-term basis depending on the developer’s requirements of extension and Mac 

OS for App Store publishing. 

 

2. AFP is not able to be used exclusively for the iOS game development if publishing to the 

App Store is a requirement however it is if publishing is restricted to single devices.  

  

Since different developers have different needs and goals a straight yes or no-answer cannot be 

provided. It is however clear that the problem statements could be answered yes for some 

developers and no for other developers depending on their needs and goals. 

 

When considering the conclusions it’s important to be aware of the limitations such as targeting 

only 2D games or that only that the author made the implementations. To answer the problem 

statements with more accuracy for example a target developer could have been specified and 

interviews made with at least two iOS developers experienced in respective IDE.  

 

Despite the limitations and what could have been done better or differently the author confident 

that this bachelor thesis reached its goal to give the developer ground when standing before the 

choice of using AFP or Xcode for the iOS game development. 

7.1 FURTHER STUDIES  

It would be interesting to actually get the perspective of view of experienced iOS developers in 

respective IDE. For a future study this study together with at the time new materials could set a 

ground for interview questions and approach. Another interesting study would be to look at Flash 

in general in comparison to Xcode since there are several Flash IDEs and even a few of which 

are free of charge. This study could give ground for AFP and also factors and areas to explore. 

 

A larger interesting study would be to evaluate several different kinds of IDEs used for iOS 

development or even cross-mobile-platform development based on different kinds of developers. 

Since there are so many different developers with different aims, needs and goals together with a 

number of different IDEs with different focus areas this kind of study might be very useful to 

developers. The results might lead to a bridge between IDEs and their true target audience saving 

developers time, money and effort letting them spend it on improving the actual development. 

This study could be part of such a larger study providing background information and ideas of 

method approach.  
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